For the analysis of microarray data, clustering techniques are frequently used. Most of such methods are based on hard clustering of data wherein one gene (or sample) is assigned to exactly one cluster. Hard clustering, however, suffers from several drawbacks such as sensitivity to noise and information loss. In contrast, soft clustering methods can assign a gene to several clusters. They can overcome shortcomings of conventional hard clustering techniques and offer further advantages. Thus, we constructed an R package termed Mfuzz implementing soft clustering tools for microarray data analysis. The additional package Mfuzzgui provides a convenient TclTk based graphical user interface.
Background:
Clustering methods are popular tools in data analysis. They can be used to reveal hidden-patterns (clusters of objects in large complex data sets). Most clustering methods assign one object to exactly one cluster.
[1] While this so-called hard clustering approach is suitable for a variety of applications, it may be insufficient for microarray data analysis. Here, the detected clusters of co-expressed genes indicate co-regulation. However, genes are frequently not regulated in a simple 'on'--'off' manner, but instead their expression levels are tightly regulated by a number of fine-tuned transcriptional mechanisms. This is reflected in expression data sets generated in microarray experiments. It is a common observation that many genes show expression profiles similar to several cluster patterns. [2, 3] Ideally, clustering methods for microarray analysis should be capable of dealing with this complexity in an adequate manner. They should not only differentiate how closely a gene follows the main expression pattern of a cluster, but they should also be capable to assign genes to several clusters if their expression patterns are similar.
Soft clustering can provide these favourable capacities. Recently we have shown that applying soft clustering to microarray data analysis leads to i) more adequate clusters with information-rich structures, ii) increased noiserobustness and iii) and improved identification of regulatory sequence motifs. 
Methodology:
Soft clustering has been implemented using the fuzzy c-means algorithm.
[5] It is based on the iterative optimization of an objective function to minimize the variation of objects within clusters. Poorly clustered objects have decreased influence on the resulting clusters making the clustering process less sensitive to noise. Notably this is a valuable characteristic of fuzzy c-means method as microarray data tends to be inherently noisy. As a result, fuzzy c-means produces gradual membership values µ ij of a gene i between 0 and 1 indicating the degree of membership of this gene for cluster j. This strongly contrasts hard clustering e.g. the commonly used kmeans clustering that generates only membership values µ ij of either 0 or 1. Thus, soft clustering can effectively reflect the strength of a gene's association with a cluster. Obtaining gradual membership values allows the definition of cluster cores of tightly co-expressed genes. Moreover, as soft clustering displays more noise robustness, the commonly used procedure of filtering genes to reduce noise in microarray data can be avoided and loss of the potentially important information can be prevented. 
Software input
Like most other clustering software, the Mfuzz package requires as input the data to be clustered and the setting of clustering parameters.
Microarray expression data can be entered either as simple table or as Bioconductor (i.e. exprSet) object. Whereas the table format is an easy and sufficient way to handle data for most experiments, Bioconductor data objects can be used for more complex experimental designs. [9] Both developed packages follow conventions of the Bioconductor platform.
[6] The graphical user interface implemented in Mfuzzgui demands an existing installation of Tcl/Tk. For convenience, we supply scripts for automatic installation of the software packages. Additionally, scripts are provided for a direct start of the packages enhancing their stand-alone character. Future versions will include extended export options such as automatically generated HTML pages reporting the results of the clustering analysis.
